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, ccounting and auditing problems 
By RAYMOND E. PERRY - CHICAGO 
A "pooling of interests" occurs when two or more businesses are com-
bined into a single, economic entity under specified conditions. These 
conditions are set forth in Accounting Research Bulletin No. 48. In 
poolings all or most of the common stockholders of each of the separate 
businesses normally continue as common stockholders in the combined 
enterprise. Continuity of management and, to a minor degree, relative 
size of the businesses are also factors considered in determining whether 
a combination is a "pooling of interests" rather than a "purchase." 
The purpose of this article is to discuss the major special accounting 
and auditing problems encountered in dealing with transactions that have 
been determined to be poolings. No attempt will be made to discuss the 
application of the criteria set forth in Accounting Research Bulletin 
No. 48 in determining the propriety of pooling treatment in specific cases. 
This has been the subject of numerous other articles. Particularly good 
treatment of this subject has been presented recently by Professor 
Sapienza.* 
Basic Accounting Theory for Poolings 
The theory of accounting for a pooling of interests rests on one basic 
assumption — namely that the combined companies have, in effect, con-
stituted a single enterprise for all years. 
A pooling of interests transaction may take any one of several 
forms. One company may issue common shares and under some circum-
stances convertible preferred shares in exchange for all of the outstanding 
capital stock of one or more other companies. In such cases parent-
subsidiary relationships may be continued or the subsidiaries may be 
* Samuel R. Sapienza, Associate Professor of Accounting at the University of 
Pennsylvania. See "Pooling Theory and Practice in Business Combinations," 
The Accounting Review, April 1962, 263-278, and "Distinguishing Between Pur-
chase and Pooling," The Journal of Accountancy, June 1961, 35-40. 
immediately liquidated into the parent. The companies may also be 
combined in a statutory merger or consolidation. 
A pooling may also take the form of an exchange of common shares 
of one company for the net assets of another company. The net assets 
acquired may be paid into a subsidiary company or they may be retained 
as part of the acquiring company. 
Regardless of the form of the transaction, ARB No. 48 specifies 
that a new accountability does not arise. Unlike a purchase, no differ-
ence arises between fair market value of common shares issued and the 
net assets of the "acquired" company. The valuation of all assets is 
continued on the same basis as recorded in the accounts of the com-
panies prior to the combination. 
Combined Financial Statements 
It is therefore necessary for the separate financial statements of 
pooled companies to be combined so as to form a single set of statements. 
This requires that all financial data presented for comparative purposes 
for periods prior to the effective date of the pooling of interests be on 
a combined basis. In almost all cases financial statements for at least 
one prior year and for part of the current year will have to be combined. 
In the case of an SEC registration or proxy statement, five years are 
needed. Frequently, certain data is required for longer periods, as in 
the case of a company presenting a ten year financial summary in its 
published annual report. Some companies, in their annual reports, have 
not revised financial data for all years shown to give effect to poolings 
where the amounts involved were not material, especially in early years. 
The SEC, however, insists on full pooling except in rare and unusual 
cases. 
Such combined financial statements are in a sense fictional because 
they purport to present financial position and operations as they would 
have been if the pooled companies had in fact been a single entity. 
This is true because it is unlikely, in most cases, that financial results 
would have been the same if two business operations had been under a 
single over-all control and direction instead of being separate. The 
changes that would have resulted in any particular case if the pooling 
of interests had been consummated at an earlier date are speculative. 
Accordingly they have no place in financial statements if we as inde-
pendent public accountants are to be in a position to express unqualified 
opinions upon them. Therefore we rely upon combining the statements 
of the separate companies as the best approach to showing financial 
condition and operations of the combined enterprise. Revisions may be 
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made in the historical financial statements, but only to the extent neces-
sary to place them on a consistent basis of accounting. 
Therefore, the first accounting problem to be faced in each pooling 
is to determine whether the accounting policies of the combined com-
panies are inconsistent. Where basic accounting policies followed with 
respect to similar transactions by each of the companies differ, con-
sideration must be given to the merits of conforming their policies. 
In many cases one of the combined companies is so much larger 
than the others as to be clearly dominant. In such cases, where changes 
in accounting are necessary, it is most usual to conform the policies of 
the smaller companies to those of the dominant company. In rare cases 
the policies of the dominant company may be changed to conform to 
those of the smaller company. This would most likely require a con-
sistency exception in the accountant's report. 
In cases where two companies of approximately equal size are 
combined, the policies of either company may be changed to conform to 
the other. In all cases, of course, the accounting policies adopted for use 
in the combined statements must be in accordance with generally ac-
cepted accounting principles. 
Inconsistencies in Accounting Policies 
Examples of inconsistent accounting policies which may require 
revision of the acquired company statements are percentage of comple-
tion method vs. completed contract method of recording income on long-
term contracts, first-in, first-out method vs. last-in, first-out method of 
inventory valuation, accrual method vs. installment method of recording 
income on installment sales contracts, and accelerated vs. straight-line 
depreciation of plant and equipment. 
The instances cited above require adjustment only where the nature 
of the transaction is such that a clear cut distinction will not be possible 
in operations subsequent to the effective date of the combination. For 
example, consider a pooling of two companies engaged in similar metal 
fabrication operations where personnel and facilities are to be integrated 
after the combination. Assume also that one company was using LIFO, 
whereas the other company was using FIFO in inventory valuation. 
Since inventories of the combined operation are to be intermingled it 
would be impossible to apply the contradictory inventory valuation 
methods in periods subsequent to the combination; therefore, combined 
data for prior periods used for comparative purposes must be on a 
consistent basis. In all cases this should, of course, correspond to the 
basis to be used in future periods. 
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If, on the other hand, the combination involves two companies in 
unrelated fields, where complete integration will not occur, two different 
valuation methods might well be continued. In such cases no revision 
of the data of prior periods with respect to inventories is appropriate. 
Closely Held Companies 
A different type of inconsistency frequently occurs where a closely 
held company is combined with a publicly held company. The level of 
direct compensation, expense allowances, and fringe benefits of principal 
officer-stockholders of the closely held company may be considerably in 
excess of what would have been the case if the company had been 
publicly held. Therefore, the desire to adjust income and expense data 
for periods prior to the combination to reflect a lower level of officer 
compensation is understandable. Such adjustments are usually not made 
because there is normally no means of objectively determining the 
amount of the adjustment. It does not follow that the compensation to 
be paid such officers commencing with the effective date of the com-
bination is the amount that would have been paid in earlier periods. 
This problem is usualy best dealt with by the inclusion of a footnote 
explaining the difference between past and anticipated future compensa-
tion of the officer-stockholders of the formerly closely held company. 
The effect on combined net earnings for periods prior to the combination, 
assuming a lower compensation level, may also be shown in the footnote. 
Conforming Fiscal Year 
A problem frequently encountered in preparing combined financial 
statements is differing fiscal years. This will usually require re-casting 
the statements of the acquired company, for periods prior to the date 
of combination, to the fiscal year of the acquiring company. This can 
be a simple task when reliable monthly or quarterly statements are 
available. In the absence of usable interim statements, considerable 
analysis work may be required. The necessity for unqualified opinions 
on the recast financial statements will have to be considered whenever 
such revision of financial statements is undertaken. 
In some cases, where the period between the ends of the differing 
fiscal years is not great (not more than 93 days in the case of statements 
to be used in SEC filings), operating statements for the different years 
and balance sheets as of the end of the different years may be combined. 
In such cases, the net results from operations of the acquired company 
for the period between the end of its last fiscal year and the last fiscal 
year of the acquiring company prior to the combination will appear as 
a direct entry to retained earnings. This method should not be employed 
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where the operating results of the acquired company for the transition 
period are unusually good or poor as compared to similar periods in 
prior years. 
Recording a Pooling 
Whenever a client company is involved in a pooling of interests 
it is important for us to review the accounting entries proposed to record 
the pooling. This will insure that we will be in a position to express an 
unqualified opinion on the client's financial statements without the need 
for adjustments at the time of our annual audit. If the company's 
accounting officer does not request our review, we should initiate such 
a review, if at all possible. Failure to do this has frequently led to 
misunderstandings and unnecessary friction in our relations with client 
executives. 
Once any necessary adjustments have been made to the accounts of 
the acquired company,* the pooling of interests may be recorded. This 
is done, in the case of a statutory merger or consolidation, by entering 
in the accounts of the surviving company the assets and liabilities of the 
acquired company at amounts as recorded in the accounts of the acquired 
company with a net credit to the stockholders' investment accounts (in-
cluding retained earnings and additional capital where appropriate). 
Where the acquired company is to continue in existence as a 
subsidiary, the pooling is recorded by a debit to investment in subsidiary 
for an amount equal to the net book value of the acquired company and 
an offsetting net credit to the stockholders' investment accounts. 
Transactions between the combined companies for all periods prior 
to the date of combination should be eliminated. Such eliminations are 
effected by recording reversing entries, in the case of a statutory merger 
or consolidation. Where the parent-subsidiary relationship is maintained 
after combination, such eliminations are made in the preparation of 
consolidated financial statements. 
Some accountants maintain that intercompany profits or losses in 
inventories, for example, arising prior to combination need not be 
reversed. They argue that such inventory values are based on arms 
The term "acquired company" is used throughout this section merely as a con-
venient term to designate the smaller of two companies combined in a pooling 
of interests. The smaller company will normally be the one that loses its separate 
corporate existence, if a merger results, or will become a subsidiary company if 
separate corporations are retained. Where two companies combined in a pooling 
of interests are of approximately equal size the term "acquired company" is 
inappropriate. 
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length bargaining and are accordingly sound values. This reasoning, 
however, contradicts the basic pooling assumption that the combined 
enterprises constitute a single economic entity. Also, failure to eliminate 
the effect of intercompany transactions will render financial statements 
for periods prior to the date of combination inconsistent with statements 
subsequent to combination. 
The specific entries to the various stockholders' investment ac-
counts, equal in the aggregate to the net assets of the acquired company, 
will vary from case to case. Considerations in determining the specific 
entries include corporate policy, legal requirements, and tax incidence. 
The objective, if possible, is to obtain retained earnings of the 
combined companies in an amount equal to the sum of the retained 
earnings accounts of the separate companies. This may not be accom-
plished if the aggregate par or stated value of the shares issued by the 
parent or surviving company, exceeds the sum of the capital stock and 
additional capital accounts of the acquired company and such excess 
is more than the additional capital account of the parent or surviving 
company. This is illustrated as follows: 
Assumed facts — (Illustration A): 
1. Aggregate par or stated value of capital stock issued by parent 
or surviving company — $100,000. 
2. Additional capital account of the parent or surviving company — 
$20,000. 
3. Stockholders' investment accounts of the acquired company — 
Capital stock $25,000 
Additional capital 30,000 
Retained earnings 30,000 
$85,000 
Entry required in accounts of parent or 
surviving company (Illustration A ) : 
Debits Credits 
Net assets of acquired company 
(to various asset and liability accounts 
or to investment in subsidiary) $85,000 
Additional capital 20,000 
Capital stock $100,000 
Retained earnings 5,000 
In the illustration combined retained earnings will be less than the 
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sum of the separate company retained earnings prior to the combination 
by $25,000. 
If in the above illustration it is assumed that the surviving company 
additional capital account has a balance of $100,000, and all other 






Entry Required (Illustration B): 
Net assets of acquired company 
(to various asset and liability accounts 




In this case, combined retained earnings will be equal to the sum 
of the separate company retained earnings accounts. 
Continuation of Acquired Company: 
Assuming continuation of both companies in a parent-subsidiary 
relationship, the consolidating balance sheet eliminations at the date of 
combination are illustrated (using the above assumptions) as follows: 
Debits Credits 
Capital stock $25,000 
Additional capital 30,000 
Retained earnings 30,000 
Investment in subsidiary * 
(at underlying book value of subsidiary) $85,000 
Subsequent to the date of combination, it is necessary to adjust the 
"investment in subsidiary account" for changes in the net assets of the 
subsidiary, since under the pooling of interests concept the two separate 
companies are considered to be an economic entity. The consolidating 
elimination will be adjusted accordingly. 
It is a common practice for parents of pooled subsidiaries to carry the 
investment in such subsidiaries at underlying net assets at date of pooling 
rather than record periodic adjustments. This corresponds to the manner 
that investments in purchased subsidiaries are usually carried. In such 
cases the consolidating elimination is frozen at the combination date 
basis. As a result the consolidated financial statements are the same as if 
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the "investment in subsidiary account" had been adjusted. This practice 
is acceptable as long as separate parent company statements are not 
published. When such statements are published, investment in pooled 
subsidiaries should be adjusted to equal underlying net assets at state-
ment date. In such cases, investment in purchased subsidiaries which 
have been carried at cost, should also be adjusted to underlying net assets 
so that consistent treatment is obtained. 
It is also permissible to record the investment in the pooled sub-
sidiary at the amount originally contributed by the subsidiary's stock-
holders (i.e., capital stock and additional capital) just as if the acquiring 
company had made such investment, provided this amount is equal to the 
par or stated value of the stock issued by the parent. In such case the 
consolidating entry would involve only capital stock and additional 
capital. 
Legal and Tax Considerations 
It may not always be possible to record the entries in the manner 
illustrated above because of the requirements of the incorporation law. 
Incorporation laws may specify that charges may not be made to addi-
tional capital in recording an acquisition. Also, it may not be permissible 
to credit retained earnings. This is more likely to be the case where the 
acquired company retains its corporate existence after the combination 
as a subsidiary. Legal interpretations of a given incorporation law 
frequently differ. In many cases permissible alternative methods of 
recording the pooling may have differing effects on the franchise or other 
corporate taxes of the acquiring company. 
Therefore it is extremely important that proposed entries be re-
viewed by legal and tax counsel before they are recorded. The author is 
familiar with cases where failure to do so has led to erroneous entries 
being recorded and subsequently reversed. 
Variations from the entries illustrated above are specifically pro-
vided for in Accounting Research Bulletin 48 as follows: 
"9. When a combination is deemed a pooling of interests . . . the 
combined earned surpluses and deficits, if any, of the con-
stituent corporations should be carried forward, except to the 
extent otherwise required by law or appropriate corporate 
action, (italics supplied)" 
The issuance of capital stock in an exchange for the shares of a 
pooled company may be recorded by a credit to additional capital for the 
excess of the net assets of the acquired company over the par or stated 
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value of the shares issued as a result of a legal interpretation of the appli-
cable incorporation law. This is similar to the entry recorded in a sale 
of capital stock. In such cases two alternative methods are possible in 
preparing consolidated financial statements. 
The first method is to include in consolidated additional capital, 
an amount equal to the retained earnings of the pooled subsidiary. 
Under some circumstances it may be appropriate to follow an 
alternative method. Under the alternative, a consolidating reclassification 
is effected whereby a portion of parent company additional capital equal 
to the retained earnings of the pooled subsidiary at date of combination 
is reclassified to consolidated retained earnings. In this manner, the same 
effect, in consolidation, is achieved as if the issuance of capital shares for 
the pooled subsidiary had been recorded by a credit to retained earnings. 
It should be noted that if the second method is followed and the 
subsidiary is merged with the parent at a subsequent date, it will be 
necessary to show a transfer from consolidated retained earnings to 
consolidated additional capital. Therefore, if such merger is immediately 
planned the first method should be followed. In any event, the first 
method appears preferable. This is true because retained earnings 
appearing in consolidated financial statements should show earnings of 
the consolidated group not distributed to shareholders or capitalized by 
the parent company.* The author believes that in recording the acquisi-
tion of a pooled subsidiary, a credit to additional capital representing 
retained earnings of the subsidiary is equivalent to a stock dividend by 
the parent company. 
Minority Interests 
In some cases, a very small minority interest may continue in a 
company acquired in a pooling of interests transaction after the com-
bination. It should be noted, however, that the SEC does not normally 
allow pooling treatment where a minority interest exceeding one to two 
percent of the acquired company continues after the combination. 
In such cases the acquired company, of course, continues as a 
subsidiary. The accounting for the minority interest is the same under a 
pooling as would be followed in a purchase. Accordingly, the portion of 
retained earnings of the subsidiary pertaining to the minority interest 
should not be included in retained earnings of the parent in recording 
the acquisition nor should such retained earnings appear in consolidated 
financial statements under consolidated retained earnings. 
* Accounting Research Bulletin No. 51, Paragraph 18. 
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Purchase of a minority interest by one corporation in the common 
stock of a second corporation may precede a pooling of interests of the 
two corporations. In such an event, that portion of the net assets of the 
acquired company allocable to the purchased minority would continue to 
be treated as a purchase. Pooling of interests accounting treatment would 
be accorded only to the majority interest. This is illustrated in the 
following example: 
Assumed Facts: 
1. P Corporation purchased 25% of the common stock of S Cor-
poration on January 1, 1961 for $50,000 in cash. The under-
lying net assets allocable to the 25% interest were $30,000. 
2. On January 1, 1962, P Corporation, in an unrelated transaction, 
exchanged 10,000 shares of its capital stock ($2 par value per 
share) for the remaining 75% of S Corporation in a transaction 
deemed to be a pooling of interests. 
3. At January 1, 1962, the net assets of S Corporation are repre-
sented by the following: 
Capital stock $ 25,000 
Additional capital 15,000 
Retained earnings 100,000 
$140,000 
4. There have been no changes in capital stock or additional 
capital of S Company, and no dividends have been paid since 
January 1, 1961. 
Entries Required at January 1, 1962 
in Accounts of P Corporation: 
(1) 
Debits Credits 
Investment in subsidiary S (75% of 
$140,000) $105,000 
Capital stock $ 20,000 
Additional capital 10,000 
Retained earnings (75%) of $100,000) 75,000 
To record exchange of 10v000 shares 
of P for 75% of S. 
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(2) 
Investment in subsidiary S $ 55,000 
Minority interest in S $ 50,000 
Retained earnings 5,000 
To transfer 25% investment in S to 
investment in subsidiary account and 
to record increase in underlying net 
assets since purchase date. 
Consolidating Elimination 
at January 1, 1962: 
(1) 
Debits Credits 
Capital stock of S $ 25,000 
Additional capital of S 15,000 
Retained earnings of S 100,000 
Goodwill 20,000 
Investment in subsidiary $160,000 
The above assumes that there is no basis for assigning to tangible 
assets the excess of the purchase price of the 25% interest over the 
applicable underlying net assets at date of purchase. If the goodwill 
recorded is deemed to be subject to amortization, it will also be necessary 
to record the appropriate amortization as an adjustment in consolidation. 
Disclosure of Pooling 
Whenever combined financial statements are presented for periods 
when the presently combined enterprises were in fact separate this fact 
must be disclosed. Such disclosure is appropriately shown in a footnote 
to the financial statements. The businesses combined should be identified, 
and in addition the effect on total assets and net earnings of the acquiring 
company, as previously reported, should be stated. Reference to such an 
explanatory footnote is required in the accountants' report on financial 
statements if the opinion covers any period prior to the date of com-
bination. 
Audit of Pooling Transaction 
The auditing problems uniquely presented by a pooling of interests 
arise where we serve as independent public accountants for the acquiring 
company. These consist primarily of verifying the conditions of the 
combination which determined the pooling treatment and of obtaining 
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financial data of the acquired company for periods prior to the pooling 
which may be appropriately combined with those of the acquiring 
company. 
Normally we will be consulted prior to execution of a proposed 
pooling agreement to determine that the conditions set forth qualify for 
accounting treatment as a pooling of interests. Management of the 
acquiring company will often consider the advantages of pooling treat-
ment so desirable that the transaction will be defeated if it is not possible 
for us to give a favorable interpretation. Where the acquiring company 
is required to file financial statements with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, it may be desirable to review the proposed accounting 
treatment with the Commission to avoid a possible deficiency. 
When a pooling transaction is consummated it will be necessary for 
us to carefully review documentary support to determine that in the 
execution of the agreement, all conditions necessary to a pooling were 
observed. 
Audit of Acquired Company 
As independent auditors for the acquiring company, we will be 
expected if possible to express an opinion on financial statements of the 
combined enterprise. Normally, these will include financial data for the 
acquired company covering periods prior to the combination which have 
not been examined by us. If these have not been examined by other 
independent auditors we may have to perform such examination as is 
warranted by the size of acquired company relative to the combined 
entity. 
Where other independent accountants have examined the financial 
statements of the acquired company we will have to decide the degree of 
reliance which we can place upon such examination and make any neces-
sary supplementary review. In some cases after careful evaluation we 
may decide that we will not assume responsibility for the work performed 
by the other accountants. In such cases it will be necessary to disclose in 
our report, either in the scope or in an intermediate paragraph, our 
reliance upon the examination of the other accountants and the relative 
importance of net assets and earnings involved. When SEC filings are 
involved, it will be necessary to arrange for the report of the other 
accountants to be included in the filing. This is required even though the 
financial statements of the acquired company do not appear separately. 
In any event, it is important that we anticipate the needs of our 
client with respect to audited financials for annual stockholders' reports 
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and anticipated SEC filings. Additional audit requirements should, of 
course, be discussed in advance with appropriate client personnel. 
Failure to do so, for example, until the time of our regular audit several 
months subsequent to the combination may lead to misunderstanding on 
the part of the client as to the scope of required audit work. In cases 
where we are asked to perform a pre-acquisition review, it should be 
planned in a manner that will facilitate any post acquisition review. 
Most of the problems that arise in accounting for poolings, as can 
be seen from the above, are due to the fact that pooling of interests is an 
accounting principle relatively recently developed by accountants. As 
such, the pooling concept has no standing in law and is not well under-
stood by many attorneys and corporate executives. Therefore, it is neces-
sary for us to be especially careful to explain the accounting procedures 
applicable in poolings to all interested parties in a degree of detail that 
is not ordinarily required in most areas of accounting. 
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